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TWO FORMS OF PROXIMAL PHYSICAL GEOMETRY.
AXIOMS, SEWING REGIONS TOGETHER, CLASSES OF REGIONS,
DUALITY, AND PARALLEL FIBRE BUNDLES
J.F. PETERSα
Dedicated to Som Naimpally and V.F. Lenzen
Abstract. This paper introduces two proximal forms of Lenzen physical geometry,
namely, an axiomatized strongly proximal physical geometry that is built on simplicial
complexes with the dualities and sewing operations derived from string geometry and
an axiomatized descriptive proximal physical geometry in which spatial regions are
described based on their features and the descriptive proximities between regions.
This is a computational proximity approach to a Lenzen geometry of physical space.
In both forms of physical geometry, region is a primitive. Intuitively, a region is a set
of connected subregions. The primitive in this geometry is region, instead of point.
Each description of a region with n features is a mapping from the region to a feature
vector in Rn. In the feature space, proximal physical geometry has the look and feel of
either Euclidean, Riemannian, or non-Euclidean geometry, since we freely work with
the relations between points in the feature space. The focus in these new forms of
geometry is the relation between individual regions with their own distinctive features
such as shape, area, perimeter and diameter and the relation between nonempty sets of
regions. The axioms for physical geometry as well as the axioms for proximal physical
geometry are given and illustrated. Results for parallel classes of regions, descriptive
fibre bundles and BreMiller-Sloyer sheaves are given. In addition, a region-based
Borsuk-Ulam Theorem as well as a Wired Friend Theorem are given in the context of
both forms of physical geometry.
1. Introduction
This paper introduces two new forms of Lenzen physical geometry [27] in which regions
have distinctive features, leading to mappings of regions into Rn and the proximities
between regions as well as between nonempty sets of regions are its focus.
The primitive in this geometry is region, instead of point. The result is a pure physical
geometry (called strongly proximal physical geometry) on a space of regions, which is pair
(Re,⩕δ), where Re is a set of regions and ⩕δ is a strong proximity (overlap) relation on
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pairs of regions. From this, it is then possible to give axioms for this form of physical
geometry.
Figure
1. Overlapping
Regions
In its descriptive form, a proxi-
mal physical geometric space is a set
of physical regions endowed with one
or more descriptive proximity rela-
tions. This descriptive physical geo-
metric space is a pair(Re,R), where
Re is a set of regions and R is a prox-
imal relator, i.e., a set of one or more
proximity relations on Re that min-
imally includes a descriptive proxim-
ity δΦ. From this, it is then possible
to give axioms for descriptive physical
geometry.
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Figure 2. 1-, 2-, 3-Simplicial Complex
In both types of physical geometry, the basic structures are vertex regions, edges (each
edge has two vertices), triangles (each triangle has 3 vertices), facial regions (surfaces
of polyhedrons), k-simplices, simplicial complexes, strings and worldsheets. Every basic
structure is collection of regions. A k-simplex is the smallest possible polytope in an
n-dimensional space. The canonical home for a simplex is a real Euclidean space [24,
§3.2.1, p. 109], namely, Rn. Let A be a triangle. A convex hull (denoted by convA) is the
smallest convex set containing A. A simplicial complex is a finite collection of simplices K
such that if reA ∈K and reB ∈ reA, then reA ∈K (boundedness condition). For example,
in Fig. 2, a k-simplicial complex is an edge (k = 1), convex hull of a triangle (k = 2) and
convex hull of a tetrahedron (k = 3).
In addition, if reA, reB ∈ K, then reA ∩ reB = ∅ or reA ∩ reB is a face of both reA
and reB [13]. A k-simplex (or k-simplicial complex) has v0, v1, . . . , vd vertices and
k − 1 faces in Rd. A k-simplex is the convex hull of k + 1 linearly independent points
(vectors). Let X ⊂ Rk. Recall that a convex hull of X (denoted conv X) is defined by
conv X = ⋂{C ∶ C is a convex set that contains X} .
A set of vectors v0, v1, . . . , vk in a k-dimensional space are linearly independent over a real
field F , if and only if, for all scalars αi ∈ F ,
α0v0 + α1v1, . . . , αkvk = 0 implies α0 = α1 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = αk = 0.
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A 0-simplex (vertex), 1-simplex (line segment), 2-simplex (solid triangle) and 3-simplex
(3-sided polyhedron) are represented in Fig. 2.
Two important structures in physical geometry are strings and world sheets. Recall
that a geometric structure that has the characteristics of a cosmological string A (denoted
strA), which is the path followed by a particle A moving through space. A string is a
region of space with non-zero width (in a non-abstract, physical geometry space such as
the space described by V.F. Lenzen [27]) and has either bounded or unbounded length.
Another name for such a string is worldline [37, 36, 35]. Here, a string is a region on the
surface of an n-sphere or a region in an n-dimensional normed linear space. Every string
is a spatial region, but not every spatial region is a string.
Let M be a nonempty region of a space X . Region M is a worldsheet (denoted by
sheet M), provided every subregion of sheet M contains at least one string. In other
words, a worldsheet is completely covered by strings. Let X be a collection of strings. X
is a cover for sheet M , provided sheet M ⊆X . Every member of a worldsheet is a string.
3.1: bounded worldsheet 3.2: rolled worldsheet
Figure 3. Bounded worldsheet ↦ cylinder surface
Example 1. z→ A worldsheet sheetM with finite width and
finite length is represented in Fig. 3.1. This worldsheet is rolled up to form the lateral
surface of a cylinder represented in Fig. 3.2, namely, 2pirh with radius r and height h
equal to the length of sheet M . We call this a worldsheet cylinder. In effect, a flattened,
bounded worldsheet maps to a worldsheet cylinder. ∎
A line is a region of space with zero width (in an abstract geometric space or geometry
in a science of spaces [48, §8.0], esp. [6]) or non-zero width (in a non-abstract, physical
geometry space such as the geometry described by V.F. Lenzen [27]) and has either
bounded or unbounded length. Each region in a physical geometry has a non-zero area.
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Hence, a physical geometry space does not contain the usual points found in an abstract
space. A physical region is described by a feature vector in Rn. Each component of a
feature vector is a probe function value for a region feature such as area, perimeter and
diameter.
This form of physical geometry is an example of a geometry without points.
Many other forms of point-free geometry have been proposed. For example, in the
Gerla-Volpe point-free geometry [21], the primitives are solid, inclusion and the distance
between solids. Other examples of point-free geometries are given in which the primitives
are regions, inclusion, minimum and maximum distance [19], or the primitives are region
and quasi-metric [12] or the primitives are regions, closeness, smallness and inclusion [9]
(see, also, [16, 20, 11, 10, 18, 17, 15]).
An example of a physical region is a string that is a worldline [37, 36, 35]. A string
on the surface of an n-sphere is a line that represents the path traced by moving particle
along the surface of the Sn. Disjoint strings on the surface of Sn that are antipodal
and with matching description are descriptively near antipodal strings. A pair of strings
A,⌝A are antipodal, provided, for some subregions p ∈ A, q ∈ ⌝A, there exist disjoint
parallel hyperplanes P,Q ⊂ Sn such that p ∈ P and q ∈ Q. Such strings can be spatially
far apart and also descriptively near.
Example 2. Geometric regions that share subregions are strongly near. For example,
many pairs of strongly near (overlapping) regions reA, reB are on the curved surface of
an inverse elliptical nome such as the one in Fig. 1. We write reA
⩕
δ reB, since this pair
of regions has a common edge. ∎
A physical geometric space is a proximal relator space [40], provided the space is
equipped with a family of proximity relations. Such a space is descriptive, provided one
or more of its proximities is descriptive [41, 44] (see, also, [39, §1.4, pp. 16-17, 26-29 and
§4.3, pp. 128-132]). A descriptive physical geometry is a form of computational geometry
in which, for example, the nearness of regions in a Voronoï tessellation of sets of regions
is determined.
2. Preliminaries
This section briefly introduces spatial and descriptive forms of proximity that provide
a basis for two corresponding forms of strong Lodato proximity introduced in [41] and
axiomatized in [39].
Let X be a nonempty set. A Lodato proximity [28, 29, 30] δ is a relation on the family
of sets 2X , which satisfies the following axioms for all subsets A,B,C of X :
(P0): ∅ /δ A,∀A ⊂X .
(P1): A δ B⇔ BδA.
(P2): A ∩ B ≠ ∅⇒ AδB.
(P3): A δ (B ∪C)⇔ A δ B or A δ C.
(P4): A δ B and {b} δ C for each b ∈ B ⇒ A δ C. ∎
Further δ is separated , if
(P5): {x} δ {y}⇒ x = y. ∎
We can associate a topology with the space (X,δ) by considering as closed sets those
sets that coincide with their own closure. For a nonempty set A ⊂ X , the closure of A
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(denoted by clA) is defined by,
clA = {x ∈X ∶ x δ A}.
The descriptive proximity δΦ was introduced in [45]. Let A,B ⊂ X and let Φ(x) be a
feature vector for x ∈ X , a nonempty set of non-abstract points such as picture points.
A δΦ B reads A is descriptively near B, provided Φ(x) = Φ(y) for at least one pair of
points, x ∈ A,y ∈ B. From this, we obtain the description of a set and the descriptive
intersection [33, §4.3, p. 84] of A and B (denoted by A ∩
Φ
B) defined by
(Φ): Φ(A) = {Φ(x) ∈ Rn ∶ x ∈ A}, set of feature vectors.
(∩
Φ
): A ∩
Φ
B = {x ∈ A ∪B ∶ Φ(x) ∈ Φ(A) and Φ(x) ∈ Φ(B)}. ∎
Then swapping out δ with δΦ in each of the Lodato axioms defines a descriptive Lodato
proximity.
That is, a descriptive Lodato proximity δΦ is a relation on the family of sets 2
X , which
satisfies the following axioms for all subsets A,B,C of X .
(dP0): ∅ /δΦ A,∀A ⊂X .
(dP1): A δΦ B⇔ B δΦ A.
(dP2): A ∩
Φ
B ≠ ∅⇒ A δΦ B.
(dP3): A δΦ (B ∪C)⇔ A δΦ B or A δΦ C.
(dP4): A δΦ B and {b} δΦ C for each b ∈ B ⇒ A δΦ C. ∎
Further δΦ is descriptively separated , if
(dP5): {x} δΦ {y}⇒ Φ(x) = Φ(y) (x and y have matching descriptions). ∎
Figure
4. Strongly
Far
The pair (X,δΦ) is called a descriptive prox-
imity space. Unlike the Lodato Axiom (P2),
the converse of the descriptive Lodato Axiom
(dP2) also holds.
Proposition 1. [46] Let (X,δΦ) be a
descriptive proximity space, A,B ⊂X.
Then A δΦ B ⇒ A ∩
Φ
B ≠ ∅.
2.1. Spatial and Descriptive Strong Prox-
imities. This section briefly introduces spatial strong proximity between nonempty sets
and descriptive strong Lodato proximity. Nonempty sets A,B in a topological space X
equipped with the relation
⩕
δ , are strongly near [strongly contacted ] (denoted A
⩕
δ B),
provided the sets have at least one point in common. The strong contact relation
⩕
δ was
introduced in [38] and axiomatized in [43], [23, §6 Appendix].
Definition 1. [42] We say that A and B are δ−strongly far and we write /δ
⩔
if and only
if A /δ B and there exists a subset C of X such that A /δ X ∖ C and C /δ B, that is the
Efremovič property holds on A and B.
Example 3. [42] In Figure 4, let X be a nonempty set endowed with the euclidean metric
proximity δe, C,E ⊂ X,A ⊂ C,B ⊂ E. Clearly, A /δe⩔ B (A is strongly far from B), since
A /δe B so that A /δe X ∖C and C /δe B. Also observe that the Efremovič property holds
on A and B. ∎
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Let X be a topological space, A,B,C ⊂X and x ∈ X . The relation ⩕δ on the family of
subsets 2X is a strong proximity, provided it satisfies the following axioms.
(snN0): ∅
/δ
⩔ A,∀A ⊂X , and X ⩕δ A,∀A ⊂X .
(snN1): A
⩕
δ B⇔ B
⩕
δ A.
(snN2): A
⩕
δ B implies A ∩ B ≠ ∅.
(snN3): If {Bi}i∈I is an arbitrary family of subsets of X and A⩕δ Bi∗ for some i∗ ∈ I
such that int(Bi∗) ≠ ∅, then A⩕δ(⋃i∈I Bi)
(snN4): intA ∩ intB ≠ ∅⇒ A ⩕δ B. ∎
When we write A
⩕
δ B, we read A is strongly near B (A strongly contacts B). The
notation A
/δ
⩔ B reads A is not strongly near B (A does not strongly contact B). For
each strong proximity (strong contact), we assume the following relations:
(snN5): x ∈ int(A)⇒ x ⩕δ A
(snN6): {x} ⩕δ{y} ⇔ x = y ∎
For strong proximity of the nonempty intersection of interiors, we have that A
⩕
δ B⇔
intA ∩ intB ≠ ∅ or either A or B is equal to X , provided A and B are not singletons; if
A = {x}, then x ∈ int(B), and if B too is a singleton, then x = y. It turns out that if
A ⊂X is an open set, then each point that belongs to A is strongly near A. The bottom
line is that strongly near sets always share points, which is another way of saying that
sets with strong contact have nonempty intersection. Let δ denote a traditional proximity
relation [34].
Figure 5. Overlapping Sets:
A = {(x,0) ∶ 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 3} ,B = {(x, 2
pi
sin(x)) + ⋯ ∶ 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 3}
Next, consider a proximal form of a Száz relator [49]. A proximal relator R is a set
of relations on a nonempty set X [40]. The pair (X,R) is a proximal relator space. The
connection between
⩕
δ and δ is summarized in Prop. 2.
Proposition 2. [46] Let (X,{δ, δΦ,⩕δ}) be a proximal relator space, A,B ⊂X. Then
1o A
⩕
δ B ⇒ A δ B.
2o A
⩕
δ B ⇒ A δΦ B.
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Example 4. Let X be a topological space endowed with the strong proximity
⩕
δ and
A = {(x,0) ∶ 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 3} ,B = {(x, 2
pi
sin(x)) +⋯ ∶ 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 3}. The plot displays a curve
connecting points in a Fourier sine series:
2sin(t)
pi
+ 2sin(2t)
pi
+ 2sin(3t)
3pi
+ 2sin(5t)
5pi
+ 2sin(6t)
3pi
+ 2sin(7t)
7pi
+⋯
In this case, A,B represented by Fig. 5 are strongly near sets with many regions in
common along the horizontal axis between 0 and 3.0. ∎
The descriptive strong proximity
⩕
δ
Φ
is the descriptive counterpart of
⩕
δ . To obtain a
descriptive strong Lodato proximity (denoted by dsn), we swap out δΦ in each of the
descriptive Lodato axioms with the descriptive strong proximity
⩕
δ
Φ
.
Let X be a topological space, A,B,C ⊂ X and x ∈ X . The relation ⩕δ
Φ
on the family
of subsets 2X is a descriptive strong Lodato proximity, provided it satisfies the following
axioms.
(dsnP0): ∅ /δ⩔
Φ
A,∀A ⊂X , and X ⩕δ
Φ
A,∀A ⊂X .
(dsnP1): A
⩕
δ
Φ
B⇔ B
⩕
δ
Φ
A.
(dsnP2): A
⩕
δ
Φ
B implies A ∩
Φ
B ≠ ∅.
(dsnP4): intA ∩
Φ
intB ≠ ∅⇒ A ⩕δ
Φ
B. ∎
When we write A
⩕
δ
Φ
B, we read A is descriptively strongly near B. For each descriptive
strong proximity, we assume the following relations:
(dsnP5): Φ(x) ∈ Φ(int(A))⇒ x ⩕δ
Φ
A.
(dsnP6): {x} ⩕δ
Φ
{y}⇔ Φ(x) = Φ(y). ∎
So, for example, if we take the strong proximity related to non-empty intersection of
interiors, we have that A
⩕
δ
Φ
B ⇔ intA ∩
Φ
intB ≠ ∅ or either A or B is equal to X ,
provided A and B are not singletons; if A = {x}, then Φ(x) ∈ Φ(int(B)), and if B is also
a singleton, then Φ(x) = Φ(y).
The connections between
⩕
δ
Φ
, δΦ are summarized in Prop. 3.
Proposition 3. [46] Let (X,{⩕δ, δΦ, ⩕δΦ}) be a proximal relator space, A,B ⊂X. Then
1o For A,B not equal to singletons, A
⩕
δ
Φ
B ⇒ intA ∩
Φ
intB ≠ ∅⇒ intA δΦ intB.
2o A
⩕
δ B ⇒ (intA ∩
Φ
intB) ⩕δ
Φ
B.
3o A
⩕
δ
Φ
B ⇒ A δΦ B.
3. Region-Based Physical Geometry
In this form of geometry, the analogue of an abstract point is a region of space with
minimal but not zero area. Let X be a set of physical regions.
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Figure 6.
3D Hole
A region A in a space X is a collection of subregions.
A region is denoted either by reA or simply by A. The
coordinates of the center of mass of a region is the loca-
tion of the region. A boundary region of reA is the set of
regions that have an subregions in common with reA. A
region is open, provided the region does not include its
boundary region. Let intA denote the interior of region
A, defined by intA = ⋃{B ⊂X ∶ B is open and B ⊂ A}.
A hole is a closed region with an empty interior. For
example, the 3D cube reB in the interior of cube reA in
Fig. 6 is an example of a hole, since int(reB) = ∅ (the
reB has only edges, i.e., each of its faces has an empty
interior bounded by edges).
A subregion (subset) of a region is denoted by an upper case letter, e.g., E ⊂ reB or
E ⊂ B. A member (small subregion) of a region is denoted by a lower case letter, e.g.,
x ∈ reA or p ∈ A.
Let X be endowed with the Lodato proximity δ. The Cech distance D(A,B) between
regions A,B is defined by
D(A,B) = inf {d(a, b) ∶ a ∈ A, b ∈ B} . Then define A δ B, if and only if D(A,B) = 0 [34].
The closure of set A ⊂ X (denoted clA) is the set clA = {x ∈X ∶ x δ A}. Let a ∈ A.
The neighbourhood of a is the set nhbd
ε
(a) = {x ∈X ∶ d(x, a) < ε}. The neighbourhood
nhbd
ε
(a) is an open set such that each x ∈ nhbd
ε
(a) is sufficiently close to a, i.e.,
d(x, a) < ε. In general, a nonempty set A is an open set, if and only if all points x ∈ X
sufficiently close to A belong to A [3]. The boundary of a set A is the set bdyA =
{x ∈ X ∶ nhbd
ε
(x) ∩ (A ∩ X ∖A)}.
Proposition 4. [25] Let X be a metric topological space, reA ⊂X. clA = A ∪ bdyA.
For A ∈ 2X , Φ(A) is a description of region A. A special bornology is given by the
Φ−bounded sets. We say that a subset A is Φ−bounded (denoted by bndΦA), provided
there exists ε ∈ R+ such that A ⊆ {B ∈ X ∶ d(Φ(B),Φ(E)) < ε}, where d is a pseudo-metric
on Rn and E is a selected region in X . The closure of a bndΦA is defined by
cl (bndΦA) = {x ∈X ∶ x δ bndΦA} ,
i.e., x ∈ cl (bndΦA), provided Φ(x) = Φ(y) for some y ∈ bndΦA.
Lemma 1. Let X be a metric topological space, bndΦA ⊂ X. cl(bndΦA) = bndΦA ∪
bdy(bndΦA).
Proof.
⊆: Let x /∈ bndΦA∪bdy(bndΦA). Since x is not in bdy(bndΦA), there is a neighbourhood
nhbd(x) ∩ bndΦA = ∅ or nhbd(x) ∩ (X ∖ bndΦA = ∅). We know that x /∈ bndΦA. Con-
sequently, nhbd(x) ⊆X ∖ bndΦA, i.e., nhbd(x) is a subset of the complement of bndΦA.
Then
nhbd(x) is not in bndΦA ∪ bdy(bndΦA), for some ε > 0.
Also, every y in nhbd(x) is not in bndΦA ∪ bdy(bndΦA). Thus, the complement of
bndΦA ∪ bdy(bndΦA) is open and bndΦA ∪ bdy(bndΦA) is closed. Hence, bndΦA ∪
bdy(bndΦA) ⊇ cl(bndΦA).
⊇: Assume x /∈ cl(bndΦA). Since the complement of cl(bndΦA) (denoted byX∖cl(bndΦA))
is open, nhbd(x) ⊆ X ∖ cl(bndΦA). Then, nhbd(x) ∩ bndΦA = ∅. Hence, bndΦA ⊇
cl(bndΦA). 
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In a metric topological space X , a set A ⊂ X is closed, provided its complement is
open [25].
Proposition 5. Let X be a metric topological space, bndΦA ⊂X. cl(bndΦA) is closed.
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 1, cl(bndΦA) is closed, since its complement is open. 
Theorem 1. Let X be a metric topological space, bndΦA ⊂X. cl(bndΦA) = bndΦA.
Proof.
⊆: Let x /∈ bndΦA. Since x is not in bndΦA, there is a neighbourhood nhbd(x)∩bndΦA = ∅
or nhbd(x) ∩ (X ∖ bndΦA) = ∅. Consequently, nhbd(x) ⊆ (X ∖ bndΦA), i.e., nhbd(x) is
a subset of the complement of bndΦA. Also, every y in nhbd(x) is not in bndΦA. Thus,
the complement of bndΦA is open and bndΦA is closed. Hence, bndΦA ⊇ cl(bndΦA).⊇: Assume x /∈ cl(bndΦA). Since the complement of cl(bndΦA) is open, nhbd(x) ⊆
X ∖cl(bndΦA) and nhbd(x) ⊂X ∖bndΦA. Then, nhbd(x)∩(bndΦA ∪ bdy(bndΦA)) = ∅.
Consequently, x /∈ (bndΦA ∪ bdy(bndΦA)). Hence, (bndΦA ∪ bdy(bndΦA)) ⊆ cl(bndΦA)
and bndΦA ⊆ cl(bndΦA). 
Figure 7.
Nome strings
The intersection of regions A,B ∈
X (denoted by A ∩ B) is the set
of all subregions common to A and
B. The diameter of a region A
is the maximum distance between
a pair of members of A. Let
p1, . . . , pi−1, pi, pi+1, . . . , pk be the lo-
cations of the centers of mass of n re-
gions. Let pi, pi+1 be a line segment
between pi, pi+1. A path is defined
by a sequence of line segments such
that {p1, p2, . . . , pi−1, pi, . . . , pk−1, pk} .
Regions reA, reB are connected, pro-
vided reA
⩕
δ reB, i.e., reA, reB have
members in common. A path between
regions is a sequence of pairwise-
connected regions. That is, reA, reB
are adjacent members of a path, pro-
vided reA
⩕
δ reB. Regions reA, reB
are path-connected, provided there is a path between reA and reB. Regions reA, reB are
contiguous, provided reB ∩ reA ≠ ∅, i.e., reA, reB have a common subregion. A closed
region is identified with its closure. The closure of a region A (denoted by clA) is defined
by
clA = {B ∈X ∶ B ∩A ≠ ∅} (Closure of a region).
Let ∅ denote the empty set, i.e., a set containing no regions.
A surface is a compact set of connected regions with a boundary. A surface in physical
geometry contrasts with a surface in abstract geometry. For example, an Andrews surface
is a compact two-manifold without a boundary [1]. A space is compact, provided every
open cover has a finite subcover [53, §17.1]. A cover of a set A is a collection of open sets
E whose union is a superset of A, i.e., A ⊆ ⋃E. Let X be a set of regions. The space
X is connected, provided any two regions of X can be joined by a region such as a line
segment. A manifold is a topological space that is locally Euclidean [47, 26].
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Proposition 6. Every nonempty region is connected.
Proof. Let A be a nonempty region. Let A contains subregions adjacent subregions such
that A = B ∪ C. Then subregions B and C join together to form A. Hence, the result
follows. 
Proposition 7. Every region in a physical geometry is compact.
Proof. Let A be a physical region. Let X be a collection of connected open regions, i.e.,
regions E ⊂X without boundaries. Let A be a proper subset of X . Then A ⊆ ⋃
E⊂X
E. Let
C = ⋃
E⊂X
E. Let E′ = clE for some E′ ∈ 2X . Then A ⊆ ⋃
E⊂X
E ∪E′. Hence, each cover of A
has a subcover. 
Example 5. Sample Surfaces and Intersecting lines.
(Cylindrical surface), (Curved surface). The bounded region
of the wood duck’s beak is a bounded surface delineated by the bounding green line.
(Intersecting lines). Line A intersects line B at region p such that A
⩕
δ B,
i.e., A and B have a region in common. ∎
4. Physical Geometry Axioms
This section introduces the axioms for a physical geometry.
Axioms
PG.1 A line L drawn from any region to any region is straight if and only if L has a
constant slope.
PG.2 Every region has non-zero area.
PG.3 Every region is finite.
PG.4 int(reA) is a subregion of the closed region reA in physical space if and only
int(reA) ⊂ clA.
PG.5 int(reA) = ∅ if and only if reA contains no subregions.
PG.6 reA is a closed region if and only if reA = cl(reA).
PG.7 A circle is a closed polygon so that all regions along the boundary are equidistant
from a central region.
PG.8 Regions are congruent, provided the regions have equal areas.
PG.9 A surface cuts a surface in a line.
PG.10 A line cuts a line in a region.
PG.11 Lines L,L′ are locally parallel, provided L has a line segment that does not cut
L′. ∎
Axiom 1 is a variation of Euclid’s Postulate 1.:
Postulate 1.: To draw a straight line from any point to any point [14, Book I].
∎
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Instead of the points at the ends of a straight line in Euclid’s Posulate 1, the ends of
a physical straight line are regions. The diameter of the endpoints will equal the width
of the line. A line is defined by a pair of path-connected regions reA, reB (denoted by
reAreB), provided each pair of regions in the path have a common edge. A straight
line in descriptive physical geometry has the look and feel of a straight line in Euclidean
geometry. By definition, a straight line is a region of space. Every subregion of a line has
the same area. From Axiom 2, a straight line has non-zero area, i.e., a straight line has
non-zero length and width.
Let strA, strB be a pair strings. A simplicial complex can be obtained (sewn or stitched
together) from strA, strB by adding edges to the strings so that new edges intersect.
Examples of sewing operations are given in M.B. Green, J.H. Schwarz and E. Witten [22,
§1.1, p. 3] and G. Moore and N. Seiberg [32, p. 196].
Figure 8. Local Parallel Lines
Definition 2. A pair of linesA,B are locally parallel (denoted by A∥B), provided the
lines can be cut by a straight line so that the interior angles are right angles. Let A,B be
a pair of straight lines, L a line that cuts A and B, int∠LA, int∠LB the interior angles.
Then A∥B, provided
L
⩕
δ A,L
⩕
δ B, and int∠LA = int∠LB = 90o. ∎
X
A
C
B
E
Figure 9. Strongly Far Parallel Lines
5. Strongly Far Parallel Lines
Axiom 11 contrasts with Euclid’s Fifth Postulate.
Euclid’s Fifth Postulate: That, if a straight line falling on two straight lines make
the interior angles on the same side less than two right angles, if produced indef-
initely, meet on that side on which are the angles less than two right angles.
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From Axiom 11, a pair of lines are locally parallel, provided L and L′ have no line
segments that intersect. Similarly, surfaces S,S′ are locally parallel, provided S has no
subregions that cut S′. Let X be a set of regions equipped with the relator that contains
the Lodator proximity δ and the strong proximity
⩕
δ . This gives us the proximity space
(X,{δ,⩕δ}). The focus here is regions of physical space that are far apart and strongly
far apart.
Definition 3. We say that A and B are δ−strongly far and we write /δ
⩔
if and only if
A /δ B and there exists a subset C of X such that A /δ X ∖ C and C /δ B, that is the
Efremovič property holds on A and B. ∎
Observe that A /δ B does not imply A /δ
⩔
B. In fact, this is the case when the proximity
δ is not an EF-proximity.
This gives rise to a view of parallelism that does not depend on the parallel lines being
straight and does not depend on the lines being cut by a straight line whose interior angles
are both right angles.
PG.12 Proximal Parallel Axiom: If lines A,B are extended indefinitely and
A
/δ
⩔ B, then A and B are parallel. That is, no part of line A overlaps line
B. ∎
By considering the gap between two sets in a metric space ( d(A,B) = inf{d(a, b) ∶ a ∈
A, b ∈ B} or ∞ if A or B is empty ), Efremovič introduced a stronger proximity called
Efremovič proximity or EF-proximity.
Definition 4. An EF-proximity is a relation on P(X) which satisfies P0) through P3)
and in addition
A /δ B ⇒ ∃E ⊂X such that A /δ E and X ∖E /δ B (EF-property).
Example 6. In Fig. 9, let X be a nonempty set of regions endowed with the Euclidean
metric proximity δe, C,E ⊂X , line A ⊂ C, line B ⊂ E. Clearly, A /δe⩔ B (line A is strongly
far from line B, since there is no sub-region of line A that overlaps any part of line B),
since A /δe B so that A /δe X ∖ C and C /δe B. Also observe that the Efremovič property
holds on A and B. This also means that d(A,B) = 0, i.e., the gap between lines A and
B is always non-zero. Hence, from the PG.12 Proximal Parallel Axiom, A and B are
parallel. ∎
Lemma 2. Let reA, reB be nonempty regions. If reA and reB are expanded indefinitely
and reA
/δ
⩔ reB, then reA and reB are parallel.
Proof. Partition regions reA and reB into lines that are open sets, i.e., each line does
not include into border points. Since region is extended indefinitely, each regional line is
extended indefinitely. Let line LA ∈ reA, line LB ∈ reB. LA /δ⩔ LB, since reA /δ⩔ reB.
Consequently, from the PG.12 Proximal Parallel Axiom, LA ∥ LB. Since this holds true
for all pairs of regional lines, reA ∥ reB. 
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Theorem 2. Let strA, strB be nonempty strings. If strA and strB are expanded indefi-
nitely and strA
/δ
⩔ strB, then strA and strB are parallel.
Proof. Strings strA, strB are regions that have been expanded indefinitely and strA
/δ
⩔
strB. Hence, by Lemma 2, strA ∥ strB. 
Theorem 3. Let wshA,wshB be nonempty worldsheets. If wshA and wshB are expanded
indefinitely and wshA
/δ
⩔ wshB, then wshA and wshB are parallel.
Proof. Worldsheets wshA,wshB are regions that have been expanded indefinitely and
wshA
/δ
⩔ wshB. Hence, by Lemma 2, wshA ∥ wshB. 
6. Sewing Regions Together
This section introduces a sew operation. The basic idea is to introduce an edge L
between a pair of parallel regions reA, reB so that reA, reB are connected and a simplicial
complex is constructed. That is, reA
/δ
⩔ reB (the regions do not overlap, even if they are
extended indefinitely). Let L have vertices p, q so that L = p, q and let reA ⩕δ p (region
reA and p overlap). Further, let reA
⩕
δ q (region reA and q overlap). Then
reA
⩕
δ L & reB
⩕
δ L,
forming a simplicial complex. In general, non-overlapping regions are sewn together by
joining the regions by one or more edges. Let k ∈ N be a natural number. Let 2R2 be a
collection of plane regions. From this, the planar mapping sew ∶ 2R
2
× 2
R
2
×N Ð→ 2
R
2
is
defined by
sew(reA, reB,k) = {reA, reB} ∪ k⋃
i=1
{a ∈ reA, b ∈ reB,{p, q} ∈ L ∶ a ⩕δ p & b ⩕δ q} .
By sewing a pair of plane regions together with sew(reA, reB,1), reA ⩕δ p, reB ⩕δ q,
we mean an edge is added between a subregion rea ∈ reA and vertex p in line p, q and a
subregion reb ∈ reB and vertex q in line p, q.
Figure 10. Sewing Disconnected Regions Together
Example 7. Stitching Regions Together.
Let regions reA, reB contain subregions re a, re b, respectively, as shown in Fig. 10.
Assume that reA, reB are disconnected, i.e., there is no path between reA, reB. The
sew(reA, reB,k = 1) operation transforms reA, reB into connected regions by introducing
at least one edge p, q so that vertex p is connected to a subregion re a and vertex q is
connected to a subregion re b as shown in Fig. 10. ∎
Lemma 3. sew(reA, reB) constructs a simplicial complex.
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Proof. sew(reA, reB,k) is defined by a set of edges {p, q} such that each the vertices of
edge are connected to subregions in reA, reB. Without loss of generality, let vertex p in
edge p, q be connected to subregion re a ∈ reA and let vertex q in edge p, q be connected
to subregion re b ∈ reB. By definition, reA ⩕δ p & reA ⩕δ q. Hence, reA ∪ p, q ∪ reB
is a simplicial complex. If regions reA, reB are connected to k > 0 edges as a result
of sew(reA, reB,k), then sew(reA, reB,k) constructs a simplicial complex with multiple
connecting edges. This gives the desired result. 
Lemma 4. Let reA, reB be simplicial complexes. If sew(reA, reB,k), then the resulting
region is a simplicial complex.
Proof. From Lemma 3, sew(reA, reB,k) is a simplicial complex. Let sew(reA, reB,k)
contain a line p, q so that reA
⩕
δ p & reA
⩕
δ q, i.e., vertex p is connected to a subregion
re a ∈ reA and vertex q is connected to a subregion re b ∈ reB. This gives the desired
result. 
Let regions reA, reB have vertices p, q, respectively. The application of sew(reA, reB)
on parallel regions reA, reB results in a closed polygon.
11.1: Disconnected
regions
11.2: Connected
subregions re p, re q
11.3: Connected
subregions re r, re s
Figure 11. Constructing a polygon using sewing operation
Example 8. Constructing a Polygonal Region Via Sewing.
Let disconnected regions reA, reB contain collections of subregions {re p, re r} ,{re q, re s},
respectively, as shown in Fig. 11.1. Let reA = {re p, re r} and let reB = {re q, re s}. The
sew(reA, reB) operation transforms reA, reB into connected regions by introducing edge
p, q as shown in Fig. 11.2 and edge r, s as shown in Fig. 11.3. In other words,
sew(reA, reB,k) = {(p, q, reA, reB) ∶ p, q ⩕δ reA & p, q ⩕δ reB}⋃
= {(r, s, reA, reB) ∶ r, s ⩕δ reA & r, s ⩕δ reB}
Assume that we have p, r ∥ q, s (parallel edges) and assume that we also have p, q ∥ r, s
(parallel edges connected between regions reA, reB). In this instance, sewing results in a
rectangular shape. ∎
Theorem 4. Let reA, reB be parallel simplicial complexes. If sew(reA, reB,k), then the
resulting region is a simplicial complex.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 4. 
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Theorem 5. Let reA, reB be parallel simplicial complexes. If sew(reA, reB,k) connects
with parallel edges p, q, r, s, then the simplicial complex sew(reA, reB,k) is a rectangle.
The results obtain so far for sewing regions together extend to strings and worldsheets.
By definition, a string is simplicial complex. Then
Corollary 1. Let strA, strB be strings. If sew(strA, strB,k), then the resulting region is
a simplicial complex.
It is also the case that a worldsheet is a region of physical space with a covering
of strings so that every subregion has nonempty intersection with the covering strings.
Hence, a worldsheet is a collection of simplexes.
Corollary 2. Let wshA,wshB be strings. If sew(wshA,wshB,k), then the resulting region
is a simplicial complex.
7. Proximal Spacetime Physical Geometry
Axiom 3 can be extended to 4-dimensional space, provided the physical geometry is
defined in the spacetime of Physics. In this section, we assume that geometrical structures
are in a spacetime framework. This means that proximal regions of physical space have
relativistic mass.
Recall that a polytope is a point set P ⊆ Rd which can be presented either as a convex
hull of a finite set of points or as an intersection of finitely many closed half spaces in
some Rd [54].
A region is convex, provided a straight line can be drawn between every pair of regions
so that all subregions of the line are also in the region. A hole is a closed region reA with
empty interior, i.e., int(reA) = ∅.
Example 9. Concentric Closed Cubes with a Hole.
Let reA, reB in Fig. 6 represent concentric closed cubes. reA, reB are contiguous, since
reB ⊂ reA. The cubical interior of int(reB) is an example of a hole. This hole is cube-
shaped, since this hole is bounded by the surface of a cube. From Axiom PG. 2, the
hole int(reB) has non-zero area, i.e., the area of int(reB) equals the surface area of its
bounding box. ∎
Proposition 8. Let reA be a region. Then
1o Every line between regions is a polytope.
2o Adjacent polygons have a polytope in common.
3o A string is a polytope.
4o If a line joins the centers of mass of concentric polyhedra, then the polyhedra are
path-connected.
5o A convex region contains no holes.
6o A straight line is a convex region.
Proof.
1o We prove only the following case. Let reA, reB be path-connected regions, L a line
with one end in reA and the other end in reB, reE
⩕
δ reH a pair of connected regions
in the path between reA, reB and let reE, reH ⊂ L (a line segment in L). Hence, the
line reA, reB is defined by the path between reA, reB, which is a sequence of pairwise
adjacent regions. Hence, the line is a polytope.
2o 1⇒ 2, since adjacent polygons have a common edge.
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3o Since a string is defined by a path, the result follows.
4o 1⇒ 4.
5o A convex region contains all line segments connecting any pair of its subregions. With-
out loss of generality, let intA = ∅, a hole in closed region reA. All of the subregions
of a line segment connecting any pair of subregions along the border of reA are not
contained in reA. Hence, reA is not convex.
6o Immediate from the definition of straight line.

Figure 12. Torus Regions
Theorem 6. Region-2-Region Based Borsuk-Ulam Theorem (re2reBUT)[46].
Suppose that (X,τX ,⩕δX), where space X is n-dimensional and (Rk, τRk ,⩕δRk), k > 0 are
topological spaces endowed with compatible strong proximities. If f ∶ 2X Ð→ Rk is
⩕
δ-Re.s.p
continuous, then f(A) = f(⌝A) for some A ∈ 2X.
Example 10. Let X be a set of rectangular-shaped regions on a torus represented
in Fig. 12. Assume that each region A ∈ X has the same area and colour in the
RGB colour space. Regions A,B in Fig. 12 are examples of antipodes. Further, let
(X,τX ,⩕δX), (R4, τR4 ,⩕δR4), k = 4 be topological spaces endowed with compatible strong
proximities. In addition, let f ∶ 2X Ð→ Rk be
⩕
δ-Re.s.p continuous such that f(A) =
(areaA,red, green, blue) ∈ R4, where, for example, red is the intensity of redness on the
surface of A. From Theorem 6, f(A) = f(B). ∎
Recall that a string is a path described by a moving particle such as a blood vessel or
a chunk of matter wandering through interstellar space. A string space is a nonempty set
of strings.
Corollary 3. [46].
Let X be a string space. Assume (X,τX ,⩕δX), (Rk, τRk ,⩕δRk), k > 0 are topological string
spaces endowed with compatible strong proximities. If f ∶ 2X Ð→ Rk is
⩕
δ-Re.s.p continu-
ous, then f(strA) = f(⌝strA) for some string strA ∈ 2X .
Example 11. Let X be a set of elliptical-shaped strings represented in Fig. 7. Assume
that each string strA ∈ X has the same curvature and colour in the RGB colour space.
Strings strA, strB in Fig. 7 are examples of antipodes. Further, let
(X,τX ,⩕δX) , (R4, τR4 ,⩕δR4), k = 4
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be topological spaces endowed with compatible strong proximities. In addition, let f ∶
2
X
Ð→ R
k be
⩕
δ -Re.s.p continuous such that f(strA) = (curvature(strA), red, green, blue) ∈
R
4, where, for example, red is the intensity of redness on strA. From Theorem 6,
f(strA) = f(strB). ∎
Recall that a worldsheet is a region of space covered by strings, i.e., every region reA
in a worldsheet wshM has nonempty intersection with at least one string strB ∈ wshM .
In effect, reA
⩕
δ strB. A worldsheet space is a nonempty set of worldsheets.
Corollary 4. [46].
Let X be a worldsheet space. Assume (X,τX ,⩕δX), (Rk, τRk ,⩕δRk), k > 0 are topological
worldsheet spaces endowed with compatible strong proximities. If f ∶ 2X Ð→ Rk is
⩕
δ-Re.s.p
continuous, then f(wshA) = f(⌝wshA) for some worldsheet wshA ∈ 2X .
Theorem 7. [44] Suppose that (2Sn , τ2Sn ,
⩕
δ
Φ
) and (Rn, τRn , ⩕δΦ) are topological spaces
endowed with compatible strong proximities. Let A ∈ 2Sn, a region in the family of regions
in 2S
n
. If f ∶ 2S
n
Ð→ R
n is δΦ Re.d.p.c. continuous, then f(A) = f(⌝A) for antipodal
region ⌝A ∈ 2Sn.
Theorem 8. [46].
Suppose that (2Sn , τ2Sn ,
⩕
δ
Φ
) and (Rn, τRn , ⩕δΦ) are topological spaces endowed with com-
patible strong proximities. Let A ∈ 2Sn, a string in the family of strings in 2Sn. If
f ∶ 2S
n
Ð→ R
n is δΦ Re.d.p.c. continuous, then f(A) = f(⌝A) for antipodal string
⌝A ∈ 2Sn.
Example 12. [46].
Let the Euclidean spaces S2 and R3 be endowed with the strong proximity
⩕
δ and let
strA,⌝strA be antipodal strings in S2. Further, let f be a proximally continuous mapping
on 2S
2
into 2R
4
defined by
strA ∈ 2S2 ,
Φ ∶ 2
S
2
Ð→ R
3, defined by
Φ(strA) = (bounded,length,shape) ∈ R3, and
f ∶ 2S
2
Ð→ 2
R
4
, defined by
f(2S2) = {Φ(strA) ∈ R3 ∶ strA ∈ 2S2} ∈ 2R4 . ∎
8. Descriptive Physical Geometry
This section introduces the axioms for descriptive physical geometry. Let X be a
nonempty set of regions, 2X the collection of all subsets of X , 22
X
the collection of all
collections of regions in 2X . Let reA be a region in reA. Let φ ∶ reA Ð→ R be a probe
function that maps a region reA to a feature value in the set of reals R. The description
of region reA (denoted by Φ(reA) is defined by
Φ(reA) = (φ1(reA), . . . , φn(reA)) ∈ Rn (feature vector describing reA).
Let R be a collection of regions. The description of R (denoted by Φ(R)) is defined by
Φ(R) = {Φ(reA) ∶ reA ∈ R} (Description of a Collection of Regions).
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A class of regions with a representative region reA (denoted by RreA) is defined by
RreA = {reB ∈ 2X ∶ reA δΦ reB} (Class of Regions).
In other words, a class of regions is a collection of regions that have a common description1.
In addition to descriptive proximity δΦ, the axioms for descriptive physical geometry in-
cludes the notation ∥Φ (descriptively parallel). For regions reA, reB, we write reA ∥Φ reB,
which reads region reA is descriptively parallel to region reB, i.e., parts of reA and reB
have matching descriptions.
Descriptive Physical Geometry Axioms
Axiom d.1 reA
⩕
δ
Φ
reB for every pair of adjacent subregions reA, reB in the path of a
line.
Axiom d.2 Every region has a description.
Axiom d.3 The description of a polytope is a sequence of descriptions of the members
of the polytope.
Axiom d.4 A closed region reA has a description, if and only if Φ(reA) = Φ(cl(reA)).
Axiom d.5 Regions are descriptively congruent, provided the regions have matching
feature vectors.
Axiom d.6 shape(reA) δΦ shape(reB), if and only if perim(bdy(reA)) = perim(bdy(reB)).
Axiom d.7 shape(reA) δΦ shape(reB), if and only if area(int(reA)) = area(int(reB)).
Axiom d.8 reA ∥Φ reB, if and only if strA /δ⩔ strB & reA δΦ reB. ∎
Remark 1. Axiom d.6 gets its inspiration from [50]. Let Nr(X) be a neighbourhood of
a plane set X with radius r > 0, defined by
Nr(X) = {y ∶ ∥x − y∥ ≤ r for some x ∈X} .
For a shape shapeX, the perimeter of shapeX equals perim (Nr(X)).
Let shape(reA), shape(reB) be shapes of regions reA, reB. From axiom d.6, perim(reA) =
perim(reB) implies that shape(reA) δΦ shape(reB). ∎
X
A
re a
C
re b
B
E
Figure 13. Strongly Far Descriptively Near Parallel Lines
1The notion of a class of regions was suggested by Clara Guadagni
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9. Descriptively Parallel Classes of Regions
Axiom 8 is a strong requirement for descriptively parallel regions. Let reA, reB be
parallel, i.e., reA ∥ reB, which mean that reA, reB satisfy Lemma 2. In addition, reA, reB
are descriptively parallel, provided reA δΦ reB.
Example 13. Assume that the lines A,B in Fig. 13 are parallel. Let A,B have features
such as colour (red, green, blue or RGB). Let re a be a subregion of reA. A feature vector
for each subregion region of A is (ϕR(re a), ϕG(re a), ϕB(re a)), where, for example, the
probe function ϕR ∶ X Ð→ R is defined by ϕR(re a) = degree of redness of re a. Each
subregion of reB has a similar feature vector. Let re b be a subregion of reB. From
Fig. 13, ϕR(re a) = ϕR(re b). Hence, from Axiom 8, reA ∥ reB. ∎
Let RreA,RreA be a pair of classes of regions with representative regions reA, reB,
respectively. The classes RreA,RreA are descriptively near (denoted by RreA δΦ RreA),
provided re X δΦ re Y for some region re X ∈ RreA, re Y ∈ RreB.
Then we have the following parallel axiom for classes of regions.
Axiom d.9 Parallel Classes of Regions::
Let re X ∈ RreA, re Y ∈ RreB . RreA ∥ RreB, if and only if
reX ∥ reY
for each pair of regions in reX ∈ RreA, reY ∈ RreB .
Lemma 5. If each pair of regions reX ∈ RreA, reY ∈ RreB is expanded indefinitely and
reX
/δ
⩔ reY , then RreA ∥ RreB.
Proof. From Lemma 2, reX ∥ reY . Hence, from Axiom d.9, RreA ∥ RreB. 
Remark 2. It is possible for every member of a class of regions RreA to have a matching
feature such as colour and a non-matching feature such as shape. ∎
Axiom d.9 has a descriptive counterpart that sets forth the conditions for classes of
regions to be descriptively parallel.
Axiom d.10 Descriptively Parallel Classes of Regions::
Let re X ∈ RreA, re Y ∈ RreB . RreA ∥Φ RreB , if and only if
reX ∥Φ reY
for each pair of regions in reX ∈ RreA, reY ∈ RreB .
Theorem 9. Let RreA,RreB be classes of regions and, for each pair of regions reX ∈
RreA, reY ∈ RreB extended indefinitely, reX /δ⩔ reY and reX δΦ reY , then RreA ∥Φ RreB.
Proof. From Lemma 5, RreA ∥ RreB. In addition, reX δΦ reY for each pair reX ∈
RreA, reY ∈ RreB. Hence, from Axiom d.10, RreA ∥Φ RreB . 
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X
f
ÐÐÐÐ→ E
×××Öpi
B
ReA
f
ÐÐÐÐ→ RreA
×××ÖΦ
B ⊂ Rn
Figure 14. Two forms of fibre bundles: Spatial: pi ∶ E Ð→ B and
Descriptive: Φ ∶RreA Ð→ B ⊂ Rn.
10. Two Forms of Fibre Bundles
Classes of all half-lines with the same endpoint are called bundles in space geometry [5,
§4]. In a descriptive proximal physical geometry, the focus shifts from a spatial to a
descriptive source of bundles. In general, a continuous mapping pi ∶ E Ð→ B is called a
projection by M. Zisman [55] (also called a fibre bundle by S.-S. Chern [8, §6, p. 683]),
E the total space, and B the base space. G. Luke and A.S. Mishchenko call E the fibre
space [31]. For any x ∈ B,pi−1(x) = e ∈ E is a fibre of the map pi. The triple (E,pi,B) is a
fibre space, provided E,B are topological spaces and pi is surjective and continuous [4].
The arrow diagram
X
f
ÐÐÐÐ→ E
×××Öpi
B
in Fig. 14 represents a spatial fibre space (E,pi,B) in which E,B are topological spaces
and pi ∶ E Ð→ B is surjective and continuous. R.S. BreMiller and C.W. Sloyer define
(E,pi,B) to be a sheaf, provided pi ∶ E Ð→ B is a local surjective homeomorphism [4],
i.e., pi ∶ E Ð→ B is a continuous, 1-1 mapping on E onto B. For x ∈ B, pi−1(x) = e ∈ E is
a fibre over x and pi−1(B) = E is a fibre bundle over B.
Let ReA be set of regions reA, RreA a class of regions, B ⊂ Rn, which is a subset of
an n-dimensional feature space. The arrow diagram
ReA
f
ÐÐÐÐ→ RreA
×××ÖΦ
B ⊂ Rn
in Fig. 14 represents a descriptive fibre space (RreA,Φ,B) in which RreA,B are topolog-
ical spaces and Φ ∶RreA Ð→ B is surjective and continuous.
Let ReA be a set of regions reA, RreA a class of regions, B ⊂ Rn, a subset in an
n-dimensional feature space. In addition, let f ∶ ReA Ð→ RreA,Φ ∶ RreA Ð→ R
n be
continuous mappings such that
ReA
f
z→ RreA
Φ
z→ B ⊂ Rn.
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For region reA ∈ RreA, recall that RreA Φz→ Rn is defined by
Φ(reA) = (ϕ1(reA), . . . , ϕi(reA) . . . , ϕn(reA)) ∶ ϕi(reA) ∈ R.
Φ(reA) is a feature vector that provides a description of region reA. In a descriptive
proximal physical geometry, f maps a collection of regions ReA to a class of regions
RreA, which is projected onto B ⊂ Rn by Φ. In effect, Φ (f(ReA)) ∈ Rn.
Let reX ∈ RreA and let Φ(reX) be a feature vector that describes region reX in the
class of regions RreA. The continuous mapping Φ ∶ RreA Ð→ B is a projection on the
class of regions RreA onto B such that (RreA,Φ,B) is a descriptive fibre space and the
set of feature vectors B ⊂ Rn is the descriptive base space. For x in B, Φ−1(x) ∈ RreA is
a fibre over x. The leads to a descriptive fibre bundle which is a BreMiller-Sloyer sheaf
for a class of regions.
Theorem 10. Let reX ∈ RreA and let Φ(reX) be a feature vector for region reX in
the class of regions RreA, x ∈ Rn. Assume that every reX in RreA has a unique feature,
Φ ∶RreA Ð→ B ⊂ Rn is a local surjective homeomorphism in which RreA,B are topological
spaces and Φ−1(x) ∈ RreA for x ∈ B. Then
1o (RreA,Φ,B) is a BreMiller-Sloyer sheaf.
2o Φ−1(B) is a descriptive fibre bundle over B.
Proof.
1o: (RreA,Φ,B) is, by definition, a BreMiller-Sloyer sheaf.
2o: Let reX ∈ RreA and let x ∈ Rn be a feature vector that describes reX . Without loss
of generality, assume each reX has a unique shape. Φ−1(x) = reX , since every reX has a
unique shape in the class of regions RreA. Hence, Φ
−1(B) = RreA is a descriptive fibre
bundle over B. 
Example 14. Let sew(reA, reB,k) be a simplicial complex (from Lemma 3) derived from
a pair of disjoint regions reA, reB, Rsew(reA,reB,k) the class of all planar shapes that are
similar to sew(reA, reB,k), and B is a set of descriptions of planar shapes. The arrow
diagram
{reA, reB} sewÐÐÐÐ→ Rsew(reA,reB,k)×××ÖΦ
B ⊂ Rn
represents a descriptive fibre space (Rsew(reA,reB,k),Φ,B) in which Rsew(reA,reB,k),B are
topological spaces and Φ ∶Rsew(reA,reB,k) Ð→ B is a homeomorphism. From Theorem 10,
(Rsew(reA,reB,k),Φ,B) is a BreMiller-Sloyer sheaf and Φ−1(B) is a descriptive fibre bundle
over B. ∎
Let RreA,RreA′ be a pair of classes of regions. In addition, let X ∈ RreA (a region in
class RreA), Y ∈ RreA′ (a region in class RreA′). Assume X /δ⩔ Y (X and Y are strongly
far apart) for each pair of regions in RreA,RreA′ , respectively. Then, from Lemma 2,
RreA,RreA′ are parallel classes. That is, RreA ∥ RreA′ are parallel, if and only if X ∥ Y
for all X ∈ RreA, Y ∈ RreA′ .
Theorem 11. Let B,H ⊂ Rn be sets of feature vectors that describe regions in the classes
of regions RreA,RreA′ , respectively. Assume that every region reX ∈ RreA, reY ∈ RreA′
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has a unique feature and that reX
/δ
⩔ reY . Also, let Φ1 ∶RreA Ð→ B ⊂ Rn,Φ2 ∶RreA′ Ð→
H ⊂ Rn be homeomorphisms and let Φ−1(B),Φ−1(H) be descriptive fibre bundles. Classes
RreA,RreA′ are parallel if and only if Φ
−1(B) ∥ Φ−1(H).
Proof. Since each feature vector in X is unique in its description of a region in RreA,
we have Φ−1
1
(B) = RreA. Similarly, Φ−12 (H) = RreA′ . From the fact that Φ−11 (b) /δ⩔
Φ
−1
1
(h), b ∈ B,h ∈H for each pair of regions, by Lemma 2, classes RreA,RreA′ are parallel.
Hence, RreA ∥ RreA⇔ Φ−1(B) ∥ Φ−1(H). 
The result from Theorem 11 is similar to the result for descriptively parallel classes in
Theorem 12.
Theorem 12. Let X,Y ⊂ Rn be sets of feature vectors that describe regions in the classes
of regions RreA,RreB, respectively. Assume that every region reX ∈ RreA, reY ∈ RreB
has a unique feature and that reX
/δ
⩔ reY . Let Φ1 ∶ RreA Ð→ R
n,Φ2 ∶ RreB Ð→ R
n be
continuous mappings. Classes RreA,RreA are descriptively parallel fibre bundles, if and
only if Φ−1(X) ∥Φ Φ−1(Y ).
Proof. The result follows from Axiom d.8 with the proof symmetric with the proof of
Theorem 11. 
11. Duality
Recall that all propositions in projective geometry occur in dual pairs, i.e., starting
from either a proposition about a pair of points or a pair of lines, another proposition
results by replacing points with lines or lines with points. Since we are dealing with vertex
regions instead of points in physical geometry, propositions about vertices hold true for
propositions about non-vertex regions such as lines and strings.
Here is a well-known theorem rewritten for physical geometry, introduced by Pascal in
1640 [52].
Theorem 13. Pascal’s Theorem[51] For a hexagon inscribed in a conic section, three
pairs of the continuations of the opposite sides meet on a straight line.
The dual of Theorem 13 is Theorem 14, known as Brianchon’s Theorem, introduced
by J. Casey in 1888.
Theorem 14. Brianchon’s Theorem[7] A hexagon circumscribed on a conic section
has the lines joining opposite polygon vertices (polygon diagonals) meet in a single subre-
gion.
Conjecture 1. Theorem 14 has descriptive proximity form.
Proof. Let p1, . . . , p8 be vertices of hexagon H circumscribing a conic section and let
p1, p5, . . . , p8, p4 be line segments with extremities that are opposite vertices in H . Also,
let I be the index set for the vertices of H and let reA be one of line segments joining
opposite vertices inH . And ε (pi, pj) equal length. Then pi, pj meet in the same subregion
reC, reA
⩕
δ pi, pj and reA δΦ pi, pj for every pi, pj . 
There are many other forms of duality in physical geometry.
Remark 3. Duality in Physical Geometry A consequence of Axiom d.5 is a natural
duality among geometrical structures.
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dual.1 On a hypersphere Sn, the dual of a region reA ∈ Sn is its antipode ⌝reA with a
description that matches the description of reA.
dual.2 For a line segment L, its dual is a region of another line parallel with L.
dual.3 The dual of a hole is a region with no holes.
dual.4 The dual of a spinning particle is a massless spin particle [22, §1.2.1, p. 14].
dual.5 The dual of a boson in 6 dimensions is a fermion in 10 dimensions [22, §1.2.2, p.
16].
dual.6 The dual of gauge theory in 4 dimensions is string theory in 10 dimensions [2, p.
567].
∎
Conjecture 2. Duality 4 has descriptive proximity form. Let reA, reB be spinning
particle and massless spin particle, respectively. reA δΦ reB.
Proof. From Axiom 2, every region of space such as the region of space occupied by a
particle has a description. A feature common to reA, reB is spin, which is treated as a
Boolean variable, i.e.,
ϕspin(reA) = ϕspin(reB) = true.
Another feature common to reA, reB is mass, which is also treated as a Boolean variable,
i.e.,
ϕmass(reA) = true, ϕmass(reB) = false.
Hence, reA δΦ reB, since the two regions (space occupied by spinning particles) have at
least one matching feature value. 
Conjecture 3. Duality 5 has descriptive proximity form. Let reA, reB be boson and
fermion, respectively. reA δΦ reB.
Conjecture 4. Duality 6 has descriptive proximity form.
Remark 4. The proof of Conjecture 4 can be derived from superstring theory given by
M.B. Green, J.H. Schwarz and E. Witten in [22, §12.2-12.3, pp. 281-283].
12. Results for Descriptive Physical Geometry
This section gives a selection of results for descriptive physical geometry.
Proposition 9. If reB is in a class of regions RreA, then Φ(reB) ∈ Φ(RreA).
Proof. Immediate from the definition of Φ(RreA). 
Proposition 10. Let int(reA) be the interior of a region reA. Then Φ(int(reA)) ∈ Rn.
Proof. From Axiom d.2, reA has a description and, by definition, Φ(int(reA)) ∈ Rn. 
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Example 15. Class of Nome Regions.
The inverse elliptic nome (q)∞ is defined by
q ≡ e2piiτ (square nome).
τ = ω2
ω1
(two half periods of an elliptic function).
(q)∞ =
∞
∏
k=0
(1 − qk) (q series).
η(τ) ≡ q 124 (q)∞(Dedekind η(eta) function).
m(q) = 16η
8 (1
2
τ) η16(2τ)
η(τ) (inverse nome).
The inverse elliptic nome m(q) spirals as shown in Fig. 7 to form a class regions RreA
defined by the signature region reA, i.e., RreA is a collection of spiral regions that are
strongly descriptively near reA. For example, the curvature of the Spiral region reB in
Fig. 7 has the same description as reA, if we consider the values of epiiτ . ∎
Proposition 11. A hole has a description.
Proof. A hole is the interior of a closed region. Hence, from Prop. 10, the result follows.

15.1: Colour cube reB 15.2: Colour cube reB
Figure 15. Closed Concentric Regions with Coloured Edges
Example 16. A pair of cubes reA, reE are represented in Fig. 15. Cubes reA, reB are
concentric and region reB is a closed region that has an empty interior. Similarly, Cubes
reE, reH are concentric and region reH is a closed region that has an empty interior. Let
edge colour be in the red, green, blue (rgb) spectrum. Since both reB and reH have green
edges, we have reA δΦ reE. ∎
Let string strA be a member of a region reA. In that case, strA is called a wired friend
of reA. Next consider a form of the Brouwer fixed point theorem in which the shape of
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strA (denoted by shapeA) with k features is mapped to a fixed point in Rk. Assume
reA ⊆ shapeA.
Theorem 15. String Wired Friend Theorem.
Every occurrence of a wired friend strA with a particular strShape with k features on Sn
maps to a fixed description g(strA) that belongs to a ball Br,k with radius r > 0 in Rk.
Proof. Let string strA be a member of a region reA with shape shapeA with k features.
From Axiom d.2, shapeA has a description, which is a feature vector. Also, let ϕ ∶
shapeAÐ→ R map shapeA to a feature value in R. Then let
f ∶ 2reA Ð→ Rk defined by f(shapeA) = (ϕ1(shapeA),⋯, ϕk(shapeA)) .
f(shapeA) is a fixed point in Rk. Let Br,k(X) be a neighbourhood of a plane set X with
radius r > 0, defined by
Br,k(X) = {y ∈ Rk ∶ ∥f(shapeA) − y∥ ≤ r for some f(shapeA) ∈X} .
Without loss of generality, let k = 1 for a shapeA be limited to its perimeter. Since
perimeter is fixed for each shapeA and f(shapeA) ∈ Br,k(X), we get the desired result. 
Let wshA be a worldsheet that results from a collection of strings that wrap around a
particular volume of space A. That is, wshA conforms to a spatial region. Hence, wshA
will have a particular shape wshShape.
Theorem 16. Worldsheet Wired Friend Theorem
Every occurrence of a wired friend wshA with a particular wshShape with k features on
Sn maps to a fixed description g(wshA) that belongs to a ball Br,k with radius r in Rk.
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